
SLV RUSTY®

Unique, timeless outdoor lighting.



always
up to date!

download the current pricelist at 

KS-Light.co.uk/price_list_Rusty

or scan the qr-code below!

Find our terms and conditions for business customers here

https://www.ks-light.co.uk/terms-and-conditions-for-business-customers-_-21_en.html
https://www.ks-light.co.uk/price_list_Rusty


PICK-UP CENTER IN ESSEN

For more than 30 years KS Licht- und Elektrotechnik GmbH com-
plements the products and services of SLV with a variety of servi-
ces. We maintain a pick-up center for SLV products in the heart of 
the Ruhr area, where you can pick up the goods ordered from us at 
short notice.

EXPERIENCE SLV LUMINAIRES LIVE

We present a large selection of SLV luminaires on more than 300 
m² of exhibition space. Here, our professionally trained consultants 
and lighting designers will advise you personally. At the same time, 
you can use our exhibition to present our luminaires to your custo-
mers in terms of function and effect. Convince yourself of the quali-
ty of our outdoor luminaires in the outdoor exhibition.

FREE LIGHTING DESIGN

We develop practical lighting solutions with you and according to 
your needs. Whether for business premises, salesrooms or private 
ambience: our lighting designers always have the right concepts for 
a demand-oriented and energetically sensible solution. 
solution. We will be happy to calculate the payback time of your 
new, energy-saving LED lighting for you.

KS MULTI-BRAND LUMINAIRES ONLINE SHOP

In our business online shop at www.KS-Light.co.uk you will 
find everything that supports you in your daily work:

• Current special offers and new products
• Online check of product availability
• Find and order all spare parts easily
• Quick order form
• All catalogues for downloading or as a flip catalogue with

Product links
• Specification texts, light distribution curves/LDT plug-ins and

quick calculation tables

KS Licht- u. Elektrotechnik GmbH 
Manderscheidtstr. 8c
45141 Essen 

Tel.:  +49 (0)201-89924 - 0
Fax: +49 (0)201- 899 24 - 124

Onl ineshop: www.KS-Light.co.uk
Internet:   
Email :    

www.KS-Germany.com 
Verkauf@KS-Germany.com

Vis i t  us on s i te or cal l  us:   
Monday-Thursday  continuously from 08.00 hrs to 16.30 hrs
Friday     continuously from 08.00 hrs to 15.00 hrs 

Recklinghausen

Essen

Hagen

Duisburg

Krefeld

Moers

Wuppertal
Ratingen

Bottrop Gelsenkirchen Dortmund

Bochum

Dinslaken

Oberhausen

Hattingen

Scan the link to our quick order form and 
get up-to-date information about the 
 availability of goods!

www.KS-Light.co.uk/quick-order-form

© OpenStreetMap-Mitwirkende
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KS and SLV: strong partners in lighting for more than 30 years

https://www.ks-light.co.uk/
tel:+49%20(0)201-89924
https://www.ks-light.co.uk/
https://www.ks-germany.com/
mailto:Verkauf@ks-germany.com
https://www.ks-light.co.uk/quick-order-form
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The RUSTY® family from SLV.
Outside, it’s important to illuminate the darkness, 
to light the way, and to create captivating lighting 
moods. To achieve this, outdoor lights need to 
hold their own in terms of quality and durability, 
whatever the weather. So much the better that 
every RUSTY® light is also unique. Discover our 
timeless unique pieces with an unusual rust effect, 
which will cast your project in just the right light.

MULTI-FACETED ONE OFFS
THAT WILL WIN YOU

OVER WITH THEIR RADIANCE.

SLV RUSTY® | OUTDOOR
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RUSTY® 40
Pole
Art.No.: 229020

RUSTY® PATHLIGHT 40
Pole
Art.No.: 230090

RUSTY® SLOT 50
Pole
Art.No.: 229410

http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229410
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229020
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/230090
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A classic aesthetic in a new light: RUSTY® is an outdoor
light family that will win you over with its characteristic
rust e  ect. A timeless look that will only become more 
unique with every storm: light cannot age more attractively.

SLV RUSTY® – SIMPLY TIMELESS.
AND TIMELESSLY GOOD.

Unique eye-catchers.
A special treatment applied to the FeCSI  
steel creates the typical patina, which 
simultaneously protects the interior from 
corrosion. Together with wood, natural 
stone, concrete or white plastered walls,
it is particularly effective. 

Rust in constant variety.
Vibrant lighting in warm tones with a steel-
hard shell: thanks to high IP protection 
ratings, the RUSTY® family can be used for 
a wide range of outdoor applications. With 
corresponding LEDs, every light will win you 
over with its energy-saving and atmospheric 
lighting. An optional ground spike and 
IP68-protected connection box ensure that 
your path lights remain anchored in the 
ground. Create modern yet classic lighting 
settings – at the edge of a path, on your 
terrace, or on a wall. 

RUSTY® UP/DOWN
WL, square
Art.No.: 1004650

RUSTY® UP/DOWN
WL, round
Art.No.: 1004651

http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/1004650
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/1004651
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Why have you chosen the 
RUSTY® series?
I knew of the RUSTY® series before I 
heard about SLV.  In fact, the RUSTY®

SQUARE can be found in the sample 
garden of the building materials store 
where we purchased our house-
building materials. I noticed it right 
away, thanks to its rust effect – a long 
time before rust made the transition 
from unwanted side-effect to design 
trend. Even back then I found it very 
attractive and unusual. At the time, 
my garden plans were still a long way 
off, but I kept it in the back of my 
mind. And when the time finally came, 
the question of the right floor lighting 
had already been resolved for me. 

So you orientated your light 
planning to the RUSTY®?
As the RUSTY® matched our personal 
tastes anyway, the style automatically 
harmonised with our planning and 
designs. From the outset, we wanted 
to work with warm contrasts. Cream 
and yellow tones were the first things 
we decided on, and terracotta tones 
automatically stood out as a form 
of differentiation. So the jump to 
a rust-effect wasn’t a very big one. 

We had originally planned on using 
the RUSTY ® SQUARE. We actually 
only turned to the RUSTY® CONE on 
the advice of a colleague.

How did this happen?
In our garden the RUSTY® floor lights 
were supposed to fulfil different 
functions. At the edge of the path we 
wanted them to provide orientation 
and illuminate a safe route through 
the garden. But this wasn’t particularly
 important for our seating arbour. 
Here, we wanted them to help create 
a cosy atmosphere for a relaxed end 
to the day. The RUSTY® CONE o  ered 
the best lighting for this special purpose 
in our garden. The decision was not 
so easy to make, however, because 
the RUSTY® SQUARE created a very 
beautiful lighting effect, especially on 
the wicker beach chair – just different. 
But since we have a lot of soft and 
round elements in the garden 
anyway, in the end we decided on 
the RUSTY® CONE.

Janin Giesemann
Online Marketing Manager, 
Germany

SLV RUSTY® –
PLAN YOUR OUTSTANDING
HIGHLIGHTS EFFICIENTLY.
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Planning that gives results. 
Our expert team will be delighted 
you support you in the planning 
of your lighting concept. We look 
forward to hearing from you: 
KS-Light.co.uk

So you didn’t consider lighting 
from any other manufacturers?

In our environment, we have only had 
positive experiences with the quality 
of SLV lighting. Our neighbours, for 
example, have had the RUSTY® SLOT 
next to their garden pond for over 
10 years and are still satisfied. And 
above all, you can’t see the lamp at 
all. You can’t get a better experience 
than that. So why look elsewhere?! 
Next, we will be installing outdoor 
wall lights, and these will also be SLV 
products. Maybe the RUSTY® again, 
because it is now available as an 
UP/DOWN variant for the wall.

What material are SLV RUSTY® lights made of? 
Specially treated FeCSi steel.

How is the rust layer created?
Rust occurs naturally through corrosion.

Do the lights continue to rust? Does this have 
an impact on the lifespan of the material?
The natural rust only affects the FeCSi steel: 
there is never any rust penetration. This 
guarantees a long lifespan.

Do the lights differ in terms of colour?
Due to the natural rusting process, every light 
is a unique piece.

SLV RUSTY® | OUTDOOR

RUSTY® CONE 40 
Pole
Art.No.: 229431

RUSTY® CONE 25 
Pole
Art.No.: 229430

RUSTY® CONE 70 
Pole
Art.No.: 229432

https://www.ks-light.co.uk/
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229431
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229432
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229430
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  DISCOVER LIGHTING
THAT SHINES EVEN MORE

BEAUTIFULLY OVER TIME.

SLV RUSTY® | OUTDOOR
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RUSTY® 40/70 Pole

All-round high-quality and visible from afar, like 
a lighthouse: the RUSTY® bollard light can 
illuminate any outdoor area with a direct beam. 
Or position stunning highlights just where you 
want them. Thanks to a protection rating of IP55, 
these lights are perfectly protected against dust 
deposits and hose water from all directions. The 
LED variant will win you over with its durable 
COD modules, and the variant with an E27 socket
provides flexibility. Expressing your individuality 
really can be this beautiful. 

RUSTY® 40 RUSTY® 70

System output (in W) 8,6 8,6

Luminous fl ux in (lm) 70 70

Colour temperature (in K) 3000 3000

CRI >80 >80

H/Diameter (cm) 40 / 19 70 / 19

RUSTY® 40 RUSTY® 70

Socket type E27 E27

H/Diameter (cm) 40 / 19 70 / 19

You can find more information about the 
RUSTY® series at: KS-Light.co.uk

https://co.uk/
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Perfectly suitable as a stunning 
highlight for consistent outdoor 
lighting. 

• Gardens
• Paths
• Entry areas
• Driveways

RUSTY® 40
Pole
Art.No.: 229020

RUSTY® 70
Pole
Art.No.: 229021

Our recommendation
For use as terrace lighting.

Illuminating the way like 
a lighthouse, the SLV RUSTY®

brings a touch of maritime 
romance to your garden.

http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229020
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229021
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RUSTY® 40/70 Pole

RUSTY® 40 RUSTY® 70

System output (in W) 8,6 8,6

Luminous fl ux in (lm) 90 90

Colour temperature (in K) 3000 3000

CRI >80 >80

L/W/H (cm) 12 / 12 / 40 12 / 12 / 71

RUSTY® 40 RUSTY® 70

Socket type E27 E27

L/W/H (cm) 12 / 12 / 40 12 / 12 / 71

The very essence of a transient aesthetic: the 
square RUSTY ® variant features clear edges, 
making it a gem in any outdoor area. Its design 
is influenced by classic Japanese garden 
architecture . Clustered along the edge of a path, 
they light the way with practicality. But they 
don’t just look exceptionally beautiful: they 
will also impress you with a protection rating 
of IP55, easy installation, and energy-saving 
technology.

You can find more information about the 
RUSTY® series at: KS-Light.co.uk

https://co.uk/
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With their direct light and 
classic design, they are 
perfectly suitable for 
consistent outdoor lighting . 

• Gardens
• Terraces
• Paths
• Entry areas
• Driveways

Our recommendation
For use in driveways 
and entry areas.

RUSTY® 40
Pole
Art.No.: 229420

RUSTY® 70
Pole
Art.No.: 233437

A symbol of illumination: 
the striking architecture of 
a Japanese pagoda, as well 
as the bold shape of the 
SLV RUSTY®.

http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/233437
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229420
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RUSTY® SLOT 50/80 Pole

RUSTY® SLOT 50 RUSTY® SLOT 80

System output (in W) 8,6 8,6

Luminous fl ux in (lm) 30 30

Colour temperature (in K) 3000 3000

CRI >80 >80

W/H/D (cm) 12 / 12 / 50 12 / 12 / 80

RUSTY® SLOT 50 RUSTY® SLOT 80

Socket type E27 E27

W/H/D (cm) 12 / 12 / 50 12 / 12 / 80

If you want to create an indirect lighting 
atmosphere, RUSTY® SLOT is the perfect 
choice for you. A clever design allows the 
square bollard light and path light to provide 
atmospheric illumination directed towards 
the ground. Robust, elegant, characteristic – 
this is how RUSTY® SLOT makes a strong 
statement across the board, with its 
asymmetrical distribution, clear design, 
and exceptional stability.

You can find more information about the 
RUSTY® series at: KS-Light.co.uk

https://co.uk/
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Perfectly suitable for 
path illumination with its 
straightforward design 
and indirect light. 

• Gardens
• Terraces
• Entry areas
• Driveways
• Floor lighting

RUSTY® SLOT 80
Pole
Art.No.: 229411

Our recommendation
For use as floor lighting.

RUSTY® SLOT 80
Pole
Art.No.: 229411

No detours, and with a clear and straightforward 
design: RUSTY® SLOT guides you towards your 
destination with indirect light.

http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229411
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229411
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RUSTY® PATHLIGHT 40/70 Pole

RUSTY® PATHLIGHT 40 RUSTY® PATHLIGHT 70

System output (in W) 8,6 8,6

Luminous fl ux in (lm) 400 400

Colour temperature (in K) 3000 3000

CRI >80 >80

L/W/H (cm) 12 / 25 / 40 15 / 25 / 70

RUSTY® PATHLIGHT

Socket type GX53

L/W/H (cm) 15,5 / 25 / 40

Anyone who wants to perfect rusty purism 
will love the L-shaped RUSTY ® PATHLIGHT. 
The path light is characterised by its linear 
design. It creates glare-free lighting for easy 
orientation in the dark. Alongside the LED 
variant, the RUSTY® PATHLIGHT is available 
with a GX53 fitting, which can be fitted with 
a light bulb with a maximum output of 9 watts. 
Energy -efficient and long-lasting – and the 
RUSTY® PATHLIGHT can also be installed 
quickly and safely using the included screws. 

You can find more information about the 
RUSTY® series at: KS-Light.co.uk

https://co.uk/
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With its modern design, it is 
suitable for lighting paths, 
driveways, and entry areas. 

• Gardens
• Terraces
• Paths
• Entry areas
• Driveways

RUSTY® PATHLIGHT 70
Pole
Art.No.: 1001824

Our recommendation
For use as floor lighting.

The essence of purism, but still eye-catching: 
on the banks of the Rhine and now in your garden. 
RUSTY® PATHLIGHT.

http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/1001824
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RUSTY® CONE 25/40/70 Pole

RUSTY® CONE 25 RUSTY® CONE 40 RUSTY® CONE 70

Socket type E14 E27 E27

H/Diameter (cm) 24 / 15 40 / 15 70 / 15

The RUSTY® CONE variants evoke a nautical 
world of the past. Nevertheless, they also 
harmonise beautifully with modern architecture.
They can be used versatilely as base lighting 
or bollard lighting. Thanks to the selection 
of a voluminous light glass, they radiate 
a wide-ranging light. Universal one-offs, which 
can be used to create perfectly illuminated 
accents. Adding a unique and eye-catching 
look to any garden or driveway. 

You can find more information about the 
RUSTY® series at: KS-Light.co.uk

https://co.uk/
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Perfect for creating variable 
highlights thanks to their striking 
design and wide-ranging light.

• Gardens
• Terraces
• Socket
• Entry areas
• Driveways

Our recommendation
For use as floor lighting.

RUSTY® CONE 40
Pole
Art.No.: 229431

RUSTY® CONE 25/70
Pole
Art.No.: 229432/229430

Classic bollard in a nautical style. 
And you can feel the sea air 
blowing through your garden: 
SLV RUSTY® CONE.

http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229432
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229431
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RUSTY® UP/DOWN WL

RUSTY® UP/DOWN 
square

RUSTY® UP/DOWN 
round

System output (in W) 14 14

Luminous fl ux in (lm) 544 / 548 516 / 525

Colour temperature (in K) 3000 / 4000 3000 / 4000

CRI >80 >80

W/H/D (cm) 14,5 / 18 / 16,5 14,5 / 18 / 16,5

In multi-faceted rust-tones, RUSTY® UP/DOWN 
gives an attractive look to facades. Square 
or round for a unique look, which harmonises 
perfectly with the look of red bricks. These 
lights, which produce an indirect beam, are 
fitted with energy-efficient and long-lasting 
COB LEDs. Adjust the light colour (3000K/
4000K) with just one click of the CCT switch. 
Perfect for adapting to use in any context. 
With a protection rating of IP65, RUSTY®

UP/DOWN is perfectly suited to use outdoors. 

You can find more information about the 
RUSTY® series at: KS-Light.co.uk

https://co.uk/
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At home on any wall, thanks to 
its minimal design and vertical 
light beam.

• Entry areas
• Balconies
• Terraces

RUSTY® UP/DOWN
WL, square
Art.No.: 1004650

Our recommendation
For use as facade lighting.

Round and square, the basis of every construction. 
This is how the RUSTY ® UP/DOWN brings light to 
every house wall.

http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/1004650
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233407 233417 233427 233437 233447 233457 1001823 1001824

229020 229021 229420 229421 229410 229411 230090 –

229430 229431 229432 1004650 1004651

SLV RUSTY®

RUSTY® Pole RUSTY® 40/70
round

RUSTY® 40/70
square

 RUSTY®

SLOT 50/80
RUSTY®

PATHLIGHT 40/70

RUSTY® Pole RUSTY® CONE 25/40/70 RUSTY® WL RUSTY® UP/DOWN
round/square

Connector box

Ground spike RUSTY® 40/70
square

 RUSTY®

SLOT 50/80
RUSTY®

PATHLIGHT 40/70
RUSTY® 

CONE
RUSTY® 40/70

round

IP68, 3-pin 228730

229422 231230 229422 229423 229022

You can find more information about the 
RUSTY® series at: KS-Light.co.uk

https://co.uk/
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/233407
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/233417
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229020
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/233427
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/233437
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/233447
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/233457
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/1001823
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229021
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229420
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229421
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229410
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229411
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/230090
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229430
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229431
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229432
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/1004650
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/1001824
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/1004651
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229422
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/231230
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229423
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229422
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/229022
http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/228730
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RUSTY® UP/DOWN
WL, round
Art.No.: 1004651

http://www.ks-licht.de/goto/product/by_sku/1004651


*  Errors and alterations reserved. Orders only possible for commercial customers.

Light is more than just illumination: light speaks to  
our senses. For this reason, as planners and installers, 
we are delighted to be able to o er you a range of  
unique and timeless lights for your creative outdoor  
projects with our RUSTY® family. We wish you plenty  
of success in bringing your ideas to life.


